15 best museums in los angeles to visit in 2019 - sometimes it's super tricky to pin down an indoor attraction in los angeles that you want to visit in fact choosing anything over a 75 and sunny day at the beach is a hard ask especially if, exhibitions the museum of contemporary art los angeles - 40 for la the foundation of the museum moca s collection upcoming xu zhen in just a blink of an eye with pleasure pattern and decoration in american art 1972 1985 the museum of contemporary art site by one long house, downtown art walk downtown los angeles art walk - the downtown los angeles art walk positively impacts the local community through a variety of programs and offerings that directly benefit lmi individuals including artists artisans minority owned micro businesses and youth our work benefits downtown galleries and businesses by injecting an additional 200 000 patrons each year into the local economy, j paul getty museum the getty - the j paul getty museum seeks to inspire curiosity about and enjoyment and understanding of the visual arts by collecting conserving exhibiting and interpreting works of art of outstanding quality and historical importance, los angeles modern auctions lama - los angeles modern auctions lama los angeles premier auction house for modern art and design los angeles modern auctions lama is the premier auction house to buy and sell modern and contemporary art and design, sculpture definition types techniques elements - sculpture an artistic form in which hard or plastic materials are worked into three dimensional art objects the designs may be embodied in freestanding objects in reliefs on surfaces or in environments ranging from tableaux to contexts that envelop the spectator
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